
IS SMOLENSK BURNING? 
PANZERGRUPPE GUDERIAN Re-visited 

By Henry C. Robinette 

Why do some games become "classics" that are 
played time and time again? Many games go stale 
after a few playings because, like puzzles, they can 
be solved. After players determine the optimal open- 
ing moves and tactics, play is all too predictable and 
about as exciting as watching cars rust on a rainy 
afternoon. Eventually stale games collect dust on 
closet shelves. PANZERGRUPPE GUDERIAN 
plays as fresh today as it did seven years ago when 
it burst upon the wargaming scene with a number 
of innovative concepts. 

PANZERGRWPE GUDERLQN. for those who've 
not yet played this classic, is a reghentalldivisional 
wargame of the German drive to cross the Dneiper 
~ i v e r  in the summer of 1941 and seize ~molensk- 
Moscow's fist line of defense. Each game turn 
represents two days (twelve turns cover the action) 
and each hex equals ten kilometers. It is simple to 
learn, and playable in an evening. 

The Game System 
Understanding the game system is basic to un- 

derstanding the strategies and tactics necessary for 
winning any game. The one concept that established 
PANZERGRUPPE GUDERIAN as a name aoart 
from all others was the use of untr i2  units.'~ll 
Soviet units are inverted, selected at random, and 
not disclosed to either player until the instant of com- 
bat. This neatly simulates the "fog of war" and adds 
a dimension of uncertainty to every combat. Also, 
it eliminates "factor fidget", the shuffling of units 
to get that exact number of combat factors needed 
for predetermined precise odds. Because of the un- 
tried units, no two games of PANZERGRUPPE 
GUDERIAN can ever be exactly alike. 

Another concept-overrun attacks-was not 
unique to PAhZERGRUPPE GUDERIAN, but the 

manner in which it was handled certainly was. Other 
games had allowed for automatic victory against 
weak units, but usually only at high odds with the 
attacking units unable to move or attack again dur- 
ing the turn of the automatic victory. PANZER- 
GRUPPE GUDERIAN integrated overrun attacks 
with movement. As long as they suffer no adverse 
effects, overrunning units can make as many over- 
runs as their movement allowance permits. Defend- 
ing units can suffer as many overruns in a turn as 
the attacker cares to make. Successful overruns dis- 
rupt the defending unit, making it lose its zone of 
control and its movement allowance for a turn. 

Divisional integrity also first appeared in 
PANZERGRUPPE GUDERIAN. Panzer and 
mechanized infantry regiments double their com- 
bat strength when all the regiments of a division 
stack together. This rule gave the gamer an incen- 
tive to employ his units by division-fficiently and 
effectively. 

In discussing PAhZERGRUPPE GUDERLPN, the 
significance of the unique combat results table and 
the application of combat results are often slighted. 
Except for Attacker and Defender Eliminated 
results, players have the option to retreat or take 
step losses to remain in place. Thus a defender can 
hold key terrain as long as he is willing and able 
to lose steps from his involved units. Combat reso- 
lution is, to a great deal, in the hands of the player. 
For the first time, a player may institute a true 
"stand fast" order and engage in battles of attri- 
tion in a strategic game. If the defender retreats, 
the attacker may follow along the path of retreat. 
Since the opposing player always dictates the retreat 
path, the advance after combat may isolate other 
units that have yet to be attacked. Optional retreat 
and the possibility of the defender advancing after 
an Attacker Retreat add flexibility to the game. 

But even with all this, the supply rule is the heart 
of the game. Supply for the German army is sim- 
ple: 'be 20 hexes from a road leading uninterrupted 
by enemy units, enemy zones of control, or the 
Soviet interdiction marker to the western map edge, 
or be within 20 movement points of the western map 
edge. As there is only one road exiting the western 
map edge, the Germans are somewhat road-bound 
for supply purposes. Supply for the Soviet army is 
dependent on headquarters. Each Soviet army head- 
quarters in the game, named for its commanding 
general, has a c o d  radius that also serves as 
its combat strength. The command radius varies 
from two to five hexes according to the headquarters 
used for tracing supply. The headquarters must then 
trace a line of hexes of any length free of enemy 
units and their zones of control to the eastern edge 
of the map. Swiet units cannot attack unless they 
are within the wmmand radius of the headquarters. 
A headquarters may add its strength in the attack 
to the units in its stack, but it does not add its 
strength on the defense (although it may be lost to 
satisfy a step loss combat result). When a unit is 
unsupplied, it loses half its movemed allowance and 
has its combat strength halved, losing any fractions. 

Strategy and tactics in PANZERGRUPPE 
GUDERUN succeed or fail based on how well they 
relate to the supply rule. German strategy should 
aim to open the Minsk-Moscow road to ensure max- 
imum mobility and combat strength. Gennan tac- 
tics should strive to kill or isolate Soviet 
headquarters so as to paralyze and weaken the Soviet 
Army. The Soviet strategy is to deny the Germans 
the use of the mad as long as possible so as to take 
away the Germans' mobiiity..To win more than a 
marginal victory, the German must penetrate to the 
eastern map edge by the end of the twelfth turn. 
Soviet tactics shotld protect the headquarters as 
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much as possible (the quickest way to collapse a 
position is to put it out of supply). 

Victory in PAhZERGRUPPE GUDERIAN is de- 
termined on the basis of victory points. The Ger- 
man player receives victory points for capturing and 
holding cities and further key victory point objec- 
tive hexes on the map. The Soviet player receives 
victory points for recapturing cities and for each 
entire German division (other than the cavalry 
division) that is eliminated. Soviet victory points 
are subtracted h m  the G e m  total and compared 
to the victory point schedule to determine the level 
of victory. From 50 to 79 victory points is a Ger- 
man marginal victory. Vitebsk, Orsha, and 
Mogilev-all within five hexes of the western map 
edge-are virtual gifts worth twenty victory points. 
The German player need only capture Smolensk and 
either Roslavl or Yel'nya without losing any divi- 
sions to assure a marginal victory. If he can't do 
that in twelve turns, he should seriously consider 
watching television instead of playing wargames. 
My suggestion: 50 to 79 victory points should be 
considered a draw. 

The Terrain 
How well the Soviet player fares in PANZER- 

GRUPPE GUDERIAN depends on how well he is 
able to use the terrain to his best advantage for 
defense. The key feature is the Minsk-Moscow high- 
way running kom hex 0120 to 5907. It branches 
in hex 21 15 near Smolensk and runs through the 
city to Roslavl and from there to hex 591 5. Several 
forest hexes along this road can be put to good use 
as can the two river lines, the Vop and the Dnepr, 
that intersect it. To the south the terrain around 
Roslavl offers excellent defensive positions. Since 
all victory point objective hexes except Rzhev are 
within seven hexes of these roads, theiu importance 
should be obvious. The rail net, so important to the 
Soviet player for shuffling his reinforcements and 
headquarters around, dictates the location where he 
can best make a stand. The rivers hinder north-to- 
south movement and are useful for securing block- 
ing positions on the flanks. The forest hexes north 
and west of Smolensk, southwest and west of 
Vyazma, along the Vop River, and around Roslavl 
are the key defensive positions. 

Three of the cities-Smolensk, Vyazma, and 
Roslavl-should be heavily defended. Roslavl, es- 
pecially, should be held since it blocks the southern 
road. The Vop River line must be manned by the 
time Smolensk falls. The "Land Bridge" is the area 
between the Western Dvii and Kasplya Rivers and 
the Dnepr River. Although it offers good initial 
delaying positions, it is too far forward for the Soviet 
to attempt to hold in force. Note how the rivers and 
forests tend to channelize the German advance 
through this land bridge. 

The Units 
Of the two armies in PANZERGRUPPE 

G U D E W ,  the German is the better by far. Its 
four-step infantry divisions and its many powerful, 
mobile mechanized formations can strike fast and 
hit hard. So, what are the strengths and weaknesses 
of these units? 
The Panzer Divisions: 

The panzers are easily the most powerful units 
on the board so long as they remain stacked together 
for divisional integrity. They can overmn any single 
enemy unit. They are most effective when concen- 

trated against key positions or when used for deep 
penetrations. With their six steps, they can take a 
lot of punishment before being completely de- 
stroyed. But, whenever the component regiments 
are not stacked together, the panzer divisions be- 
come vulnerable. Retreat after adverse combat 
results leaves the regiments scattered and unable to 
overmn in the next Movement Phase. And they cost 
victory points if totally destroyed. 

The Motorized Divisions: 
The advantages to these are similar to the panzer 

divisions. The motorized divisions are very useful 
for flanking maneuvers and securing the flanks. 
However, motorized divisions cannot overrun sup- 
plied and doubled units without unacceptable risk. 
With only four steps, they are fragile on defense 
even with divisional intergrity. The component regi- 
ments when unstacked are vunerable, but not as 

much as those of the panzer division. They too cost 
victory points if totally destroyed. 
The Infantry Divisions: 

Fortunately (or unfortunately depending on the 
role taken) in this game, the German infantry is 
faster than most Russian units. They are sturdy on 
both the offense and the defense. They are quite 
good for reducing by-passed Soviet units and main- 
taining rear area security. But, the infantry is slow 
compared to the armored divisions and rarely arrives 
in time to contribute to the main attacks along the 
front lines. They lack divisional intergrity. Victory 
points are lost if they are totally destroyed. 
The Independent Mechanized Regiments: 

The independent mechanized regiments have good 
mobility and are useful for wide flanking maneu- 
vers and security. But they have weak combat 
strengths and cannot attack alone without unaccept- 
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The Cavalry Division: 
The Cavalry Division moves in both movement 
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The Air Interdiction Units: 
Air interdiction units are perfect for slowing 

Soviet reinforcements. They are doubly effective 
when placed in hexes that contain both a railroad 
and a road. But, air interdiction range is limited be- 
fore Smolensk is captured. They are not very ef- 
fective when used for any role other than rail 
interdiction or when used singly instead of together 
on adjacent hexes. 

The Soviet army is a motley hodgepodge of units 
of very uneven quality. The individual Soviet divi- 
sion must retreat or die since it has only one step. 
The Soviet army is a radically different force than 
the German army: 
The Tank Divisions: 

Good movement rates enable Soviet armored divi- 
sions to cover a wide area when used as a reserve. 
They can also threaten a broad region when used 
on raids late in the game. As with all Soviet units, 
armored divisions are of unknown strength with 
three phantoms of zero strength. The average 
armored division is a three. With only one step they 
can be easily destroyed if there is no room for 
retreat. 
The Mechanized Divisions: 

Strengths are the same as those of armored divi- 
sions except there are no phantom units. They are 
good for counterattacking when stacked. But, fifty 
percent of the mechanized divisions have a strength 
of four or less. Brittle and weak. 

The Infantrv Divisions: 
Since there are so many Soviet infantry divisions, 

they are expendable. They move well enough 
through woods and by rail. The percentage of at- 
tack strengths five through nine for Soviet infantry 
is 20.5%. The percentage of defense strength three 
through five is 56.4% and six through eight is 
20.5%. However, Soviet infantry is notoriously un- 
reliable when attacking, with fully 25.6% having 
a strength of zero or one. The defensive capabili- 
ties are also inconsistent with 10.3% zero-valued 
units and 7.896 of one or two defensive strength 

points. Soviet infantry is especially impotent without 
supply and command control from headquarters 
units. 
The Headquiuters Units: 

Headquarters are a known quantity and can aug- 
ment the attack capability of units stacked with them 
while providing supply and command control radius. 
They move by rail without counting against the rail 
capacity. They have a limited evacuation capability. 
However, they too have liabilities. Headquarters 
units do not augment defense strengths of units 
stacked with them. They are exceptionally vulner- 
able when alone or when stacked with one other 
unit. Nor can they enter an enemy zone of control 
by themselves. 
The Air Interdiction Marker: 

When placed on hex 0120 the air interdiction 
marker can cut off supply for most of the German 
Army. However, the air interdiction marker inter- 
rupts German supply only during the German player 
turn and can be used but three times during the 
game. It cannot be located in a hex occupied by a 
German unit. Its time and point of placement is a 
critical decision for the Russian player, one which 
entire articles could cover sufficiently. 

In sum, the nine panzer divisions and six motor- 
ized divisions constitute a formidable juggernaut of 
22 combat strength points with full divisional in- 
tegrity. This alone is a whopping 72% of the com- 
plete German counter mix defense strengths. The 
eighteen German infantry divisions add a further 
162 combat strength points, but because these enter 
play in small groups over a period of time and thus 
seldom arrive at the decisive points of battle, they 
are less effective then the mechanized divisions and 
are for the most part superfluous. Against this 
mighty combat machine the Soviet Army can muster 
eleven armored or mechanized divisions, twelve in- 
f a n t ~  divisions of vrovisional reinforcements. 92 
infantry divisions akd an additional ten infantry di- 
visions of optional reinforcements fiom the South- 
western Front. Although these are all untried units 
of varying strength, the Soviet player can usually 
hold any position on the map providing that it is 
doubling or tripling terrain defended by at least three 
supplied units and that reserves are available to 
replace losses. Only by the efficient use of defensi- 
ble terrain and reserves can the Soviet Army delay 
and perhaps stop the German advance. 

Tactics 
An overview of the two basic tactics, the "Pin" 

and the "Overrun", used in PANZERGRUPPE 
GUDERIAN is essential for a full understanding of 
the strategies of the game. Let us briefly explore 
each in turn. 

The Pin tactic arises from the sticky zone-of- 
control rule found in this game. Whenever a unit 
is in an enemy zone of control, it is struck in place 
and will remain stuck there until either the enemy 
unit exerting the zone-of-control or the friendly unit 
is removed by combat or overrun. The Pin is a use- 
ful delaying tactic for the defender. By pinning pan- 
zer divisions with even single units, the Soviet player 
forces the German to either overrun or attack the 
pinning units, thus delaying the Gennans and buy- 
ing time for the main line of resistance. The Pin 
can also be a useful tactic for the attacker. After 
a breakthrough has been made, the German player 
can pin nearby units to keep them from reacting. 
Soviet headquarters can be pinned so that they can 
be killed in subsequent turns. He can even pin Soviet 
units in clear terrain so they will be easier to kill. 
The Pin works best for holding enemy units out of 
position so that they cannot be available where 
needed in the following turn and for disrupting the 
best laid plans of the enemy. 

The Overrun is the one tactic that can make or 
break the German offensive. The Overrun is most 
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effective against single units in clear terrain. Against 
two units in supply on clear terrain it becomes risky, 
and against doubled or tripled units in supply it is 
positively foolhardy. The advantage of the Over- 
run is that it enables a unit to attack more than once 
in a player turn. By overrunning, it is possible to 
punch a hole in the defender's line, move through 
it, and surround other enemy units before wmbat. 
The number of overruns the German should make 
each movement phase is a subjective decision. Be- 
cause of the fad that Soviet defensive strengths are 
unknown, the matter must be carefully weighed- 
both the best and worst possible odds and results 
taken into account. Master players of this game, 
Larry Lippert and Gregory Mumm, urge modera- 
tion in using overruns even though a full-strength 
panzer division overrunning a single Soviet unit on 
clear terrain has a23% chanceof4-1 or better odds, 
35.9% of 2-1. and 41.03% of 1-1. With an un- 
reduced motorized division, they show a 23.8% 
chance for 3-1 or better odds, 16.67% for 2-1 odds, 
44.87% for 1-1 odds, and 15.39 percent for 1-2 
odds. Charles Stards, however, believes differently: 
"As long as there is space to retreat to, I feel most 
overruns against one or two unit stacks, even in 
doubled positions, but not tripled, are potentially 
useful enough to outweigh the dangers involved. " 

The dangers involved with the Overrun are not 
insignificant even at high odds. Since a split result, 
wherein both the attacker and defender must retreat 
or lose a step, stops movement, too many overruns 
can immobilize the offensive for a turn. At 8-1 and 
9-1 odds there is a 16% chance for an adverse result. 
At 6-1 and 7-1 this becomes a 33.3% chance. At 
3-1 and 4-1 this becomes a 50% chance (of which 
there is a 16% chance of "Engaged", and a man- 
datory step loss). At 2-1 there is a 66.6% chance 
for an adverse result and at 1-1 this is a 83 % risk. 
A 1-2 overrun is 100 percent adverse with a 16% 
chance for an outright "Attacker Elimination". 
Since, as shown above, many of the Overruns are 
made at relatively low odds, the problems facing 
the attacker are not inconsiderable. 

During the first movement phase, the German can 
retreat on adverse results. But retreating will usually 
unstack his division, leaving it unable to overrun 
in the mechanized movement phase and it will pre- 
vent the division from attacking in the Combat 
Phase. Similarly, in the Mechanized Movement 
Phase, a retreat will deprive the division of over- 
run capability in the next turn's movement phase 
while possibly exposing it to a devastating counter- 
attack. So, many times the German must choose to 
lose a step in order to maintain divisional intergrity 
or to keep the overrunning unit adjacent to Soviet 
units so that it can attack again. But taking step 
losses on overruns (and combat as well) leads to 
the gradual attrition of the German's mechanized 
units and the blunting of his spearhead. Using the 
front of flank overrun wherein one unit gets behind 
the target unit so that the overrunning unit from the 
front will cut off supply at the instant of overrun 
can minimize the risk of low odds overrun to some 
extent. 

Soviet Strategies 
There are three basic strategies for the Soviet 

player. These have been labeled by other authors 
"The Orsha Landbridge", "The Main Line of 
Resistance", and "The Egg". 

Larry Lippert and Gregory Mumm espoused the 
Orsha Landbridge strategy (see Figure I), which 
aims to deny the Germans as much of the 0120 to 
Smolensk road as possible for as many turns as pos- 
sible. Most Russian reinforcements are thrown into 
the area north of the Dnepr River and south of the 
West Dvina or Kasplya rivers. Only the third turn 
reinforcements with four of the optional South- 

western Front units and a (5)-10 headquarters are 
deployed around Roslavl. The idea is to defend in 
depth within a narrow salient. 

Charles Starks and Redmond A. Simonsen, 
however, advocated a rapid withdrawal to the 
vicinity west of Smolensk leaving only a token rear- 
guard force in the forest hexes along the road to 
delay the Germans. They set up a main line of 
resistance a few hexes west of Smolensk and ex- 
tended it in a straight line north to the West Dvina 
River and south to Roslavl. Around Smolensk this 
main line of resistance would consist of stacks of 
two and three units on adjacent hexes. To the north 
and south of the central position the stacks are 
spaced out; but instead of every other hex, they are 
set up two stacks adjacent and skip a hex between 
the next two stacks. Units on every other hex 
weaken the defense since should a stack be elimi- 
nated or overrun it creates a hole in the line, whereas 
if another stack was adjacent to it there would still 
be a zone-of-control to stop movement. 

Mr. Simonsen went a step further to explain the 
defense to use after the main line of resistance is 
eventually smashed. He recommends creating defen- 
sive enclaves (hedgehogs) centered around the vic- 
tory objective hexes. The objective hex itself should 
have at least two strong "tried" units if possible 
and a headquarters. Deployed around this hex in 
a circle two or three hexes out will be stacks of two 
or three untried units on adjacent hexes. Roslavl (see 
Figure 2) and Vyazma, at the very least, should be 
turned into hedgehogs. 

Bill Dunne, Mike Gunson, and David Parish ad- 
vocated a synthesis of the two aforementioned strat- 
egies. They observe, quite correctly, that the rapid 
fall back of the main line of resistance strategy will 
not delay the Germans enough. In fad, the Germans 
would be on top of the main line of resistance be- 
fore it could be set up. They deploy the 20th and 

13th Armies (E~gure 3) to form a hedgehog that they 
call "The Egg". These two armies and the 19th 
Army cling to the forests along the road and should 
delay the Germans for three or four critical turns 
while the reinforcements form strong hedgehogs 
around Smolensk and Roslavl. The gap between 
Smolensk and Roslavl is not defended since there 
is no defensible terrain and it would take too many 
units to try to hold it. As long as either hedgehog 
remains in Soviet hands, any German advance 
through the gap will be unsupplied, especially when 
the interdiction marker is used. 

As a variant of the main line of resistance, the 
Soviet player may disperse his units one to a hex 
in a band three or four hexes wide instead of stack- 
ing them three to a hex. These "wall-to-wall" units 
laid down in a red carpet (Figure 4) fonn a real 
defense in depth. Obviously, there will not be 
enough units to carpet a wide front, but the gap be- 
tween the Kasplya and the Dnepr Rivers is ideal. 
The flanks are secured by doubled positions difticult 
to clear and the carpet with its single units, in con- 
trast, looks easy to penetrate. With average luck on 
the selection of untried units, German overruns 
against the carpet's edge should seldom be at odds 
higher than 4-1. Thus there is little likelihood of 
an outright elimination and such losses as result from 
the initial overruns should be from engaged or Dl 
results wherein the overrun unit was retreated onto 
a hex that is then itself overrun. A M result should 
thicken the carpet as the retreat is made to the rear. 
If a German division attempts to overmn a second 
unit it may be unable to retreat on adverse results 
and will suffer a step loss. Advance after wmbat 
will be limited to exactly one hex. It is difficult to 
isolate units in the carpet from supply and retreat; 
units retreating after combat are merely reinforc- 
ing the next line of hexes making them harder to 
overrun in the Mechanized Movement Phase. Sure 



the German can eventually bludgeon his way 
throughthecarpetashecaneventually burstthrough 
any line the Soviets erect, but when he does he will 
not be able to pin all the defenders as he could 
against the conventional stacked line. The real 
beauty of this red carpet defense is it takes the Ger- 
man's main strength--his ability to overrun-and 
turns it against him. The more ovemns the Ger- 
man makes, the more times he rolls the die and the 
more opportunities he has to take step losses on ad- 
verse results. 

The conventional consensus of opinion is that the 
Soviet player should never attack unless he can pick 
off a component regimnt that has become separated 
from the rest of its division-and only then after 
much trepidation and soul searching. Nonsense! The 
Soviet player should not eschew the offensive. 
Whenever the Soviet player can surround a motor- 
ized or panzer division on clear terrain, he should 
consider attacking it. If it is isolated or other near- 
by German divisions are pinned, it should be at- 
tacked if the Soviet player can spare five or six units 
for a possible 1-1 attack. A 1-1 attack has a 66% 
chance of inflicting a step loss on the defender and 
the Soviet player can usually lose one or two units 
to avoid a retreat. When attacking, the unit block- 
ing the defender's supply should not be used, for 
if it should be a zero strength phantom unit, the 
defender would then be supplied. A counterattack 
on an isolated divisian, preferably a motorized one, 
will sometimes divert German strength from more 
critical segments of the front. Generally. counter- 
attacks should be reserved for the middle and end 
game turns before using the interdiction marker so 
that the Gennan reaction will be enfeebled. 

The interdiction marker should not be used until 
aper Smolensk itself has fallen as it will not be able 
to unsupply the German mechanized divisions at- 
tacking Smolensk. Smolensk should hold out until 
turn seven or eight at the latest. (If it falls earlier, 
the Soviet player is in deep trouble.) So the inter- 
diction should be made on turns nine, ten, and 
eleven. 

'IheSwidplayershwldkcephislnechanizedand 
armored units in reserve if at all possible. These 
units must be available to pin or counterattack Ger- 
man units that have penetrated the main line of 
resistance. Late in the game they can raid the Ger- 
man rear to recapture victory point cities or threaten 
the German supply lines. There should be a garri- 
son in every victory point hex south and west of 
Vyazma inclusive. The strength of these garrisons 
should wrrespond to the proximity of German units. 
There is nothing worse than watching the panzers 
roll unopposed into a vacant objective hex in the 
Mechanized Movement Phase. Make the German 
fight for everything he gets. 

German Strategies 
German strategy. especially in the first three 

turns, is usually a reaction to the Soviet's dcploy- 
ment. The first decision the German player faces 
is whether to attempt to penetrate the front or to 
swing around it to the north for an envelopment. 
If the choice is envelopment, the German player 
must choose between a shallow or a deep envelop 
ment into the woods north of Smolensk. The shal- 
low envelopment will seal the doom of 20th Army 
possibly as early as the second turn, but it will allow 
the Soviet player to establish his main line of 
resistance near Smolensk without any real inter- 
ference. The deep envelopment will seize good 
defensive terrain thereby preventing the Soviets 
from occupying it. However, there are not enough 
Germanunitsonthefirstandsecondturnstosecure 
the flanks and the deep enveloping force could be 
pinned down and put out of supply. If the Soviet 
player is aggressive and counterattacks, some of the 
German divisions wuld be endangered as with the 
20th Army still intact it could be as late as turn four 
before help could arrive. 

If Soviet 19th Army has not moved and the forests 
along the road are not occupied by enemy troops, 
then the choice may be penetration. A penetration 
attack to seize the blocking terrain along the road 
affords an excellent springboard for the third turn 
German reinforcements. The "Egg" defense is 
much too hard to crack with the 39th Panzer Corps 
alone and should be flanked to the north. 

By the third turn the German player should be 
clearing the road with some of his surplus armored 
units and infantry while the rest of his mechanized 
force races around the flanks to surround Smolensk. 
At this stage of the game killing every Soviet unit 
is not necessary. The German panzers should con- 
centrate on crucial positions where a successful at- 
tack will open a hole in the line so that they can 
break through to exploit during the Mechanized 
Movement Phase. Infantry should pin as many 
Soviet units as possible so that they can be mopped 
up later when the rest arrives. Some mechanized 
units may have to be detailed for flank security to 
keep the road open until these pockets are reduced. 

Smolensk should be surrounded before attackinn 
it. The German player should always strive to pG 
any heavily defended position out of supply before 
attacking. Once Smolensk is isolated, the Soviet 
player will not be able to replace his losses in a pro- 
tracted battle. Smolensk should be caphued no later 
than turn eight, but every effort must be made to 
take it before then. The longer you delay, the greater 
the danger grows. 

After the fall of Smolensk, the German player 
must choose h e e n  the northern advance through 
Vyazma or the southern route through Roslavl. 
While the road to Vyazma is certainly the most 
direct route to the eastern edge, it is likely to be 
the most heavily defended. The terrain channelizes 
the approach to Vyazma along the narrow front and 
the railroad enables rapid reinforcement in this sec- 
tor. The southern route offers a lightly defended 
road to the eastern edge and has the added advan- 
tage that Soviet reinforcements take a long time to 
reach the front. The German should concentrate on 
one or the other routes and should not try to secure 
both at the same time, although he will do best if 
he threatens to open both. I like to take Roslavl and 
Yel'nya before Vyazma so that the strong positions 
on the Vop and Dnepr Rivers can be flanked. 

If the German player finds all his mechanized 
units pinned by strong stacks of Soviet units at the 
beginning of a turn, he has done something wrong. 
He must presave his mobility in order to win. He 
should have a few units free to exploit any break- 
throughs that occur on every turn. Similarly, over- 
runs should be executed first so that units will be 
available to pour through the holes. The German 
should make deep penetrations whenever possible. 
Some mechanized units should be screened so that 
they cannot be pinned and will therefore be able to 
move. The German player should position his units 
so they cannot be pinned from hexes with favora- 
ble defensive terrain; make the Soviet player pin 
from clear hexes where he is vulnerable. Although 
the Germans have enough power to smash any 
Soviet position, the German player must not let the 
game become a static slugfest. He must keep the 
panzers moving. 

Conclusion 
PANZERGRUPPE GUDERAN is a challenging 

game for both players. This article has been slanted 
&ward the Soiet-side because defense in any game 
is always the more difficult to play, the advantages 
more subtle. The Soviet player will usually be hard 
pressed to hold the German to a marginal victory. 
But wmpetent defensive play can usually preclude 
anything other than a marginal victory for the Ger- 
mans. The challenge, then is to do better than a Ger- 
man marginal victory. Many a game has ended with 
the German player only one turn away from a deci- 
sive victory. 

Unfortunately, this perceived bias in the victory 
conditions has kept PANZERGRUPPE GUDERUN 
off the tournament schedule at many wargame wn- 
ventions. In the typical competition the players are 
paired off in the first round and the winner of each 
game advances into the second round. If this pro- 
cedure were followed in a PANZERGRUPPE 
GUDERIAN tournament, the second round would 
be made up almost entirely of gamers who had 
played the German side in the first round; some- 
body who had won a decisive victory as the Ger- 
man could be paired with somebody who had barely 
eked out a marginal victory. (In a tournament with 
limited time for play there can be no draws.) If this 
were the case, then the players could just roll the 
die to see who would be the German player and not 
bother to play the game. It would certainly save 
time. Clearly, this approach will not do. 

The solution is simple. In a given round, the Ger- 
man player is not playing against the Soviet player 
for the right to advance into the next round. Instcad, 
he is playing against the otha German players as 
well as against his opponent. The players (whatever 
number the tournament director feels comfortable 
with)--German and Russian-with the most points 
advance into the next round. Next, the players 
switch sides so that the Soviet playa(s) of the pre- 
vious round would then be the German player(@ 
of the current round. Simply repeat the procedure 
until only two remain. Doing this will ensure that 
only the best all-around players will make it into 
the final round. 

At the PAMERGRUPPE GUDERIAN tourna- 
ment of ORIGINS '82, the Soviet player received 
victory points for territorial objectives the same as 
the German player; other than this, victory points 
were awarded in the usual fashion according to the 
rules. To discourage the Soviet player from stall- 
ing in order to keep their victory points high, there 
was a ten-point penalty for each turn that was not 
completed. Similarly for the German player there 
was a five-point penalty for each unfinished turn. 
Too, everybody had the same die rolls for the 16th 
and 19th armies (announced by the tournament 
director and varied for each round). This approach 
wofked very well and I recommend that it be used 
in future tournaments. 

Finally, if you hanker for the classic g m - o n e  
given to quick and challenging play, and capable 
of analysis and debate on perfect plans (something 
seemingly in disrepute these days for some strange 
reason)-trv this fine re-issue of PAhZERGRUPPE 
G U D ~ ~ .  It is worth more than passing interest 
in your over-populated game library. h 
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from an out-of-stock back issue of The 
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charge for this sewice is $1 .W per page, with a 
minimum order of five pages required. Please 
specify the article, volume and number it ap- 
peared in, and the pages on which it can be 
found (as listed in this index). Standard Avalon 
Hill postage rates of 10% of the amount of the 
order must be included for domestic orders. 
(20% for Canadian orders; 30% for overseas 
orders.) GENERAL postage coupons do not 
apply. 


